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“Every single purchase has hidden human 
health, environmental, and social impacts.”
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Environmental Concerns
•Mass extinctions

•Deforestation & soil erosion

•Air & water pollution

•“Super” bacteria, viruses, and insects

•Dwindling natural resources

•Cancer rates increasing

•Reproductive disorders increasing

•Fisheries collapsing 

•Water tables falling

•Climate Change



Hidden Impacts



Consuming the Environment

“The major cause of the continued deterioration of the 
global environment is the unsustainable pattern of 
production and consumption, particularly in industrialized 
countries.” 

– United Nations Agenda 21 Report



2002 World Summit

Emphasized the need for authorities to “[p]romote public 
procurement policies that encourage development and 
diffusion of environmentally sound goods and services.”

- 2002 World Summit on Sustainable 

Development in Johannesburg



Greenhouse Effect -- Necessary for 
Life

Most of the Sun's energy is absorbed 
by the Earth, but some is reflected back 
into space. 

Like a blanket, a natural layer of 
atmospheric gases absorbs a portion of 
this reflected solar energy, trapping it on 
Earth. This natural greenhouse effect
makes life possible by warming the 
Earth’s climate to a point where it can 
sustain life.

Too Much of a Good Thing

When this blanket of heat-trapping 
greenhouse gases becomes too thick, 
however, much reflected heat is forced 
back to Earth, where it warms the 
Earth's surface.  This can cause 
unpredictable, and potentially 
disastrous, effects.

Global Warming



Big Business Responds

“We are looking at innovative ways to reduce our 
greenhouse gas emissions. This used to be 
controversial, but the science is in and it is 
overwhelming.... We believe every company has a 
responsibility to reduce greenhouse gases as quickly 
as it can.”

—Lee Scott, CEO of Wal-Mart
October 24, 2005



Two Cups of Coffee a Day

•34 gallons of coffee a year.

•18 pounds of coffee beans

•12 pounds of fertilizer

•A few ounces of highly toxic pesticides

•43 pounds of coffee pulp

•Clear cutting of forests to grow even more coffee

•Bird species disappearing

•More erosion

•More pesticides



Energy Consumption

•Every gallon of gas burned emits 19 pounds of carbon 
dioxide.

•Every day, the worldwide economy burns an amount of 
energy the planet required 10,000 days to create.



Resource Consumption

•One ton of virgin paper requires 98 tons of resources to 
produce.

•A single 1/10 ounce, 14-carat gold ring requires 2.8 tons 
of ore



Typical Desktop Computer

•Manufacturing a typical desktop computer creates 139-
pounds of waste and 49 pounds of hazardous materials. 

•Producing the six-inch silicon wafer from which computer 
chips are cut generates 2,840 gallons of wastewater and 
7 pounds of hazardous waste.



Reducing Impacts

•When recycled materials are used to produce paper, 
aluminum, and glass, energy consumption can be 
reduced by up to 95%, water consumption by up to 50%, 
air pollution by 95%, and water pollution by up to 97%.

•When scrap iron is used instead of iron ore to make 
steel, mining wastes are reduced by 97%, air pollution 
effluents by 80%, and water pollution by 76%.



“Every single purchase has hidden human 
health, environmental, and social impacts.”
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Basic Premise #1

Every single purchase has hidden 
human health, environmental, and 

social impacts throughout the entire 
supply chain.



Lifecycle Perspective



Basic Premise #2

Government purchasing is the most 
important force in the entire global 

economy.

• Government purchasing represents 20 percent of the 
annual Gross National Product.

• It is very structured.
• It influences others.
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Government Purchasing History

•Clothing sizes during the Civil War

•Small Business Administration

•Automobile airbags

•Energy-efficient computers

•Recycled-content paper



“Every single purchase has hidden human 
health, environmental, and social impacts.”
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Responsible Purchasing



Price, Performance, & 
Availability

Responsible Purchasing



Price, Performance, & 
Availability

Responsible Purchasing



Federal Government Definition

Environmentally preferable products are “products and 
services [that] have a lesser or reduced effect on human 
health and the environment when compared to other 
products and services that serve the same purpose. This 
comparison may consider raw materials acquisition, 
production, manufacturing, packaging, distribution, reuse, 
operation, maintenance, or disposal of the product or 
service.” 

- Executive Order 13101, Greening the Government 
Through Waste Prevention, Recycling, and Federal 
Acquisition, September 16, 1998



Definition Components

•Reduce the environmental impacts of purchasing 
decisions.

•Emphasize multiple environmental attributes.

•Examine entire lifecycle.



The “Real” Definition

Environmentally preferable purchasing means:

Buying better products and 
services from better 

companies.



Environmental Purchasing Policies
States:
California
Connecticut
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Massachusetts
Missouri
Minnesota
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Vermont
Washington

Counties:
Chatham County, NC
Kalamazoo County, WI
King County, WA
Kitsap County, WA
Multnomah County, OR
San Mateo County, CA
Santa Cruz County, CA
Sarasota County, FL

Cities:
Boulder, CO
Cincinnati, OH
Kansas City, MO
Portland, OR
Phoenix, AZ
San Francisco, CA
Santa Monica, CA
Seattle, WA



Environmental Attributes

• Product-specific attributes

• Process-specific attributes

• Manufacturer-specific attributes

• Life cycle perspective



Product-Specific Attributes

•Recycled Content

•Energy and water efficiency

•Biobased

•Low toxicity

•Durability

•Low VOC

•Renewable resources

•Packaging

•Upgradeable

•Resource conservation

•PBT-free

•Others



Process -Specific Attributes

• Transportation

• Use of renewable energy

• Absence of hazardous byproducts

• Greenhouse gas emissions

• Closed-loop manufacturing facility

• Others



Manufacturer-Specific Attributes

• Lack of environmental violations

• Credible Environmental Management System

• Public environmental/social reporting procedures

• Mechanism for engaging stakeholders

• Absence of ongoing protests

• Others



Lifecycle Perspective



“Every single purchase has hidden human 
health, environmental, and social impacts.”
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Environmental Claims are Growing

•Eco-safe

•Environmentally friendly

•Earth friendly

•Earth smart

•Environmentally safe

•Environmentally preferable

•Essentially non-toxic

•Practically non-toxic

•Made with non-toxic 
ingredients

•Degradable

•Biodegradable

•Compostable

•Environmentally safe

•CFC-free

•Ozone friendly

•Recyclable

Original Source: Kirsten Ritche, Gensler
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FTC Green Marketing Guidelines

Available at:

www.ftc.gov



Beware of Greenwashing

Green ·wash (gr ēn'wŏsh', -wôsh') – verb: the act of 
misleading consumers regarding the environmental 
practices of a company or the environmental benefits of 
a product or service

WARNING:

Learn to ask critical questions or you might be buying 
products with creative marketing rather than products 

with legitimate environmental benefits.



Seven “Sins” of Greenwashing

• Sin of Fibbing – Misleading customers about the actual 
environmental performance of their products. 

• Sin of No Proof – Also known as the sin of “just trust us,” some 
manufacturers are unable to provide proof of their environmental 
claims. 

• Sin of Irrelevance – Factually correct, 
but irrelevant, environmental 
assessments (e.g., “CFC-free”) 

• Sin of the Hidden Trade-Off –
Focusing on one or two environmental 
facts, but ignoring other significantly 
more important environmental 
concerns.



• Worshipping false labels – a 
product that through words or 
images gives the impression of third-
party endorsement where no such 
endorsement actually exists; fake 
labels, in other words.

The Sins of Greenwashing reports 
are available at 

<www.sinsofgreenwashing.org>

• Sin of Vagueness – Broad, poorly defined environmental claims 
(e.g., “100 percent natural”)

• Sin of Lesser of Two Evils – A product can be the most 
environmentally preferable product in its class, but still be an 
inappropriate choice (e.g., “organic cigarettes”)

Seven “Sins” of Greenwashing



To Avoid Greenwashing…

<www.ecologo.org> <www.energystar.gov> <www.greenseal.org>

The environmental standards most widely recognized by 
green purchasers:

•Founded 1988

•100 standards

•6,500 certified products

•Founded 1992

•50 standards

•“Thousands and thousands” of 
registered products

•Founded 1989

•30 standards

•3,650 certified products



Lots of Labels Around

A partial list of labels currently being used:

•Blue Angel

•CFPA

•CPG

•DfE

•Eco Mark

•EcoLogo

•Ecomark

•Eco-OK

•Energy Star

•Environmental Choice

•EPEAT

•EU Flower

•Fair Trade

•FSC

•GBI

•Good Green Buy

•Green Label

•Green Seal

•GREENGUARD

•Greenstar

•LEED

•MSC

•Nordic Swan

•Process Chlorine Free

•SCS

•SFI

•TCO

•Totally Chlorine Free

•USDA-Organic

•WaterSense



Labels, Labels, Labels

http://www.ecolabelindex.com
/ecolabels



Comparing Eco -Labels
WARNING:

Not All Environmental Claims Are Created Equal

•Type of standard

•Validity of the standard

•Standard setting process

•Verification process

Learn to ask about:



Types of Standards

•Leadership vs. “Weeding Out”

•Multi-attribute vs. Single-attribute

•Life-cycle based vs. Laundry list



Different Labels for Different 
Categories

Cleaning:

Within every product category, there might be a variety of 
relevant standards. Examples include:

Computers:

Office Electronics:



WARNING:
Not All Environmental Claims Are Created Equal

•Type of standard

•Validity of the standard

•Standard setting process

•Verification process

Learn to ask about:

Comparing Eco -Labels



Standard Validity

•Clear and consistent meaning

•Very specific requirements

•Information should be meaningful and verifiable

•Must not conflict with Federal Trade Commission 
Guides for the Use of Environmental Marketing 
Claims.



Standard Setting Process

•No conflict of interest

•Lifecycle considerations

•Broad stakeholder participation

•Transparent development process

•Comments publicly available



Verification Process

•Self certification

•Self certification with random audits

•Independent third-party certification

•Independent third-party certification with on-site 
and random audits



Recommended Contract 
Language

•“Products purchased under this contract must provide demonstrable 
proof of meeting the ______ standard. The _______ standard is 
available at <________>.”

• “Products purchased under this contract must provide demonstrable 
proof of meeting the Energy Star criteria. The Energy Star standard 
is available at <www.energystar.gov>.”

• “Products purchased under this contract must provide demonstrable 
proof of meeting the IEEE 1680 standard. A summary of the IEEE 
1680 standard is available at <www.epeat.net>.”



Recommended Contract 
Language

“Products purchased under this contract 
must be ________ certified or provide 
demonstrable proof of meeting the 
_________ standard and certification 
requirements.  The ____________ standard and 
certification requirements are available at 
<_______________>.”

UL EcoLogo
or Green Seal

UL EcoLogo
or Green Seal

UL EcoLogo
or Green Seal

www.ecologo.org and 
www.greenseal.org



Massachusetts Creative Contract 
Language
Category I – Desirable Products
It is desirable that Bidders in Category I be able to provide as many of the following
products as possible. All products offered must comply with the Green Seal or
EcoLogo standards indicated for those items (with the exception of ice melt) and
Bidders shall provide documentation to verify such compliance.

•Boat and Bilge Cleaners – CCD146
•Dish Cleaners - CCD146
•Dishwasher Cleaner - CCD146
•Disinfectants; Sanitizers – GS37 or CCD166; and must be FIFRA registered
•7Enzymatic Cleaner/Digester - CCD112 or CCD113-for bio-based
•Graffiti Remover (Paint/Varnish Remover) – CCD051
•Ice Melt – must meet PNS specification and be listed on their site as an
approved product
•Laundry Bleach - CCD106
•Liquid Laundry Detergent and Fabric Softeners – CCD105
•Odor Control - CCD112, or CCD113, or CCD115
•Other Hand Cleaners – GS41 or CCD104
•Urinal Blocks / Pucks - CCD165



Massachusetts Creative Contract 
Language

“GS37-2006 was recently updated in 2008 to prohibit asthmagens and 
address other criteria important to improved public health. It is understood 
that a 2009 revision of the CCD standard is also planned to address similar 
issues. For purposes of this RFR, both the GS37-2006 and the CCD146 
standard will be accepted, but Bidders should be advised that certification 
with GS37-2008, or the revised EcoLogo standard (assuming the PMT 
determines the revisions equal or exceed GS37-2008), will be required for 
all applicable products by no later than the first contract renewal date, 
unless otherwise determined.. determined by the PMT in order for a 
Bidder’s certified products to remain compliant with the RFR specifications 
and meet the needs of the Commonwealth and participating states. It is the 
responsibility of the PMT to make a determination on whether alternative 
standards proposed by Contractors are considered equal.”



WSCA Creative Contract 
Language

�Required products registered on EPEAT as meeting
the IEEE 1680 green computer standard.

�Provided additional consideration for products that
have been independently certified as meeting the
IEEE 1680 standard.



Popular Labels
•Chlorine Free Products Association – <www.chlorinefreeproducts.org>

•EcoLogo (Environmental Choice) – <www.ecologo.org>

•Energy Star – <www.energystar.gov/purchasing>

•EPEAT - <www.epeat.net>

•Forest Stewardship Council – <www.fsc.org>

•Green-e – <www.green-e.org>

•Green Guard – <www.greenguard.org>

•Green Seal – <www.greenseal.org>

•Green Building Council (LEED) – <www.usgbc.org/leed>

•Scientific Certification Systems – <www.scscertified.com>

•TCO – <www.tcodevelopment.com>

•UL – <www.ul.com/environment>

•Water Sense – <www.epa.gov/watersense>



Best Advice

If a supplier is making a public 
claim, ask for public proof.



Using Eco -Labels

Labels make life easier.

Good News:



Underwriters Laboratories

The Mark of Trust
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Communicating Sustainability Information 
(Different Information Tools for Different Audience s Based on the Same Data)

DataReportsLabels

Binary Labels 
(single attribute)

Tiered Labels
(single attribute)

Binary Labels 
(multi-attribute)

Tiered Labels
(multi-attribute)

Environmental Product 
Declarations

Lifecycle Assessments Complex Analytics

Databases

Simple Complex

EPDs

GoodGuide
& I&I



UL Environment – Multi-Level Perspective
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Product 
Level

Company 
Level

Supply Chain 
Level

• Product Testing
• Validated Environmental Claims
• Certifications to Leadership Standards
• Environmental Product Declarations
• Green Marketing (Advisory Services)

• SQ certification
• Advisory services

• Good Guide
• Advisory services



62Knowledge of Eco Issues
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Eco-Labels LCAs/EPDs Databases/Mobile Apps

EPDs

User customizes 
verified eco-
information 
priorities.

Beginners Beginners/ExpertsExperts

Communicating Sustainability Information 
(Different Information Tools for Different Audience s Based on the Same Data)

UL Environment



“Every single purchase has hidden human 
health, environmental, and social impacts.”
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